FERRERO LUXEMBOURG IS HIRING A INTERNSHIP SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT - CATEGORY PRODUCT FLOW FOR INTERNSHIP 6 MONTHS.

Date : 11/01/2018

Job reference : BU_JB_117-23412170

Type of contract : Internship
Localisation : Luxembourg 2632, LU
Contract duration : 6 months
Level of studies : Bachelor's Degree
Years of experience :
Company description :
Luxembourg

Job description :
Ferrero is anything but ordinary. A family company with a truly progressive and global outlook. Home to iconic brands Nutella®, Tic Tac®, Ferrero Rocher®, Raffaello®, Kinder Surprise® and Kinder Bueno®. As the love for our brands continues to grow, so too does our global reach. Today, the Ferrero Group is present in 53 countries, and its products are sold in more than 160 countries. Our continued growth in new markets presents exciting challenges for our people, alongside significant opportunities for career development and mobility.

For our Ferrero HQ in Luxembourg, we are currently searching a motivated intern to actively contribute to the day-to-day business of our Category Product Flow Management Team in a six-month internship from February 2018).

You will be involved in the management of the downstream documental process for an assigned area to guarantee product delivery. The aim is to ensure the correct link of all information needed to manage the single SKU and deliver the result. Furthermore you will be involved in monitoring of activities and departments (e.g. Country Marketing, Legal Department, DPU - technical and graphic, Operations, Supply Chain local BO) in order to ensure the right product item to be completed at the right time.

Main Tasks
* Management of the downstream documental process within the assigned geographical area;
* Contribution to artwork development;
* Help to unify artworks across the countries and reduce complexity;
* Creation of forecast of the upcoming activities on monthly/yearly basis and support the implementation of cluster strategy;
* Support Identification of UNICODE KPIs and related monitoring;
* Support Marketing function, Material Management, or Supply Chain Management in evaluation of packaging obsolescence.

Required profile :
Profile
* Student or new graduate (Bachelor/Master) in Business Administration, Economics, Supply Chain Management, Engineering or related fields;
* Experience in FMCG sector is considered a plus;
* Result orientation, flexibility and adaptability;
* Attention to detail and analytical mindset;
* Good interpersonal skills.

IT Skills
* Good skills in MS-Office applications (PowerPoint, Word);
* Advanced proficiency in Excel (i.e. pivot table, v-look up);
* First experience with ERP solution (SAP) is considered an asset.

Languages

* Fluency in English is mandatory;
* Any other language skills are considered a plus.

We offer

* An international and challenging working environment;
* 1.500€ gross/ month;
* Free canteen.

To apply: https://apply.multiposting.fr/jobs/6591/23412170